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ABSTRACT
In this work we present the Hanabi Open Agent Dataset (HOAD)—
meant to address the current lack of Hanabi datasets, HOAD is an
easily extensible, open-sourced, and comprehensive collection of
existing Hanabi playing agents, all ported to the Hanabi Learning
Environment (HLE). We give a description and analysis of each
agent’s strategy, and we also show cross-play performance between
all the agents, demonstrating both their high quality and diversity
of strategy. These properties make HOAD especially well suited
to studies involving meta-learning and transfer learning. Finally,
we describe in detail an easy way to add new agents to HOAD
regardless of the origin codebase of the agent and make our code
and dataset publicly available at https://github.com/aronsar/hoad.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hanabi [2] is a tabletop card game for 2-5 players1, notable for its
unique combination of partial observability, cooperation, stochastic-
ity, and implicit communication. Recently proposed as a challenge
domain [1] to provide a sophisticated yet well-defined set of chal-
lenges for artificial intelligence practitioners, the game is of rising
interest to the research community.

In a game of Hanabi, the players work together to assemble five
piles of cards, where each pile is a different color, and consists of
cards numbered 1 through 5, in that order. The defining feature of
the game is that players only see their teammates’ cards, and not
their own. On their turn, a player may either give a teammate a hint
about the color or value of their cards (a limited resource), discard
a card (doing so regains a hint, but there are a limited number of
copies of each card), or play a card they believe is playable. See [8]
for the complete rules. To be successful, a group of players must
correctly interpret each others’ explicit communication—through
hints—as well as each others’ implicit communication—through
1in this work we consider only the two-player scenario for simplicity, leaving 3-5
players to future work
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Table 1: We recorded 500,000 games of each original agent
into the HLE representation, and then used them to learn
multilayer perceptron (MLP) imitators of each agent.

Agent Original Self
Play Score

Imitator Self
Play Score

Imitator Ac-
curacy

Simplebot 16.9 16.8 99.7
Valuebot 19.8 18.0 92.0
Holmesbot 20.8 14.7 90.3
Outer 14.5 14.1 66.7
Iggi 17.0 16.2 90.9
Piers 17.3 15.9 85.8
Rainbow 18.5 18.1 77.5
Van-Den-Bergh 14.0 10.5 81.2

playing cards, discarding, or even hinting (e.g. the finesse play [11]).
This results in a multiplicity of optimal and near-optimal strategies,
each corresponding to a communication schema.

This aspect of the game is one of the most interesting from a
research perspective. Indeed, it recently inspired the Ad-Hoc Chal-
lenge, [1], the crux of which is to figure out the communication
strategy of a held-out agent given only ten of its games, and then
successfully play games with it. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there does not exist a dataset of Hanabi playing agents that
can facilitate this kind of research. We thus propose the Hanabi
Open Agent Dataset (HOAD), a compilation of different agents
from different sources, most using conventions typically seen in
human play, and all operating within the same environment and
using a binarized game state representation specifically designed
for neural learning. The dataset allows pairwise play between any
two agents, offers an easy way to add additional agents from most
codebases, and also gives access to the Dopamine reinforcement
learning framework [4], which we plan to use in future work to
further improve and extend the HOAD agents.

2 THE HANABI OPEN AGENT DATASET
To create HOAD, we conducted a comprehensive review of existing
implementations of agents that play Hanabi and ported those that
met our criteria. We looked specifically for agents that had code-
bases available online, scored reasonably well in self-play (above
10 points), and employed strategies sufficiently different from one
another, such that when two different agents played one another
they performed significantly worse than either did in self-play. As
a result, the variation of strategy among the agents is ensured. This
disqualified a number of derivate works that were slight modifica-
tions on existing agents, as well as the Actor Critic Hanabi Agent
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(ACHA) [6], which does not have a public codebase, and the agents
proposed by [3], which released their codebase concurrently to this
work. The FireFlower [10] and BAD [5] agents were also considered,
but were not included due to technical difficulties; we plan to add
them in future work.

Although some authors of Hanabi playing agents have published
multiple agents using the same framework, in general, two arbitrary
agents taken from different codebases will not be able to play one
another because of differences in implementation in how the agents
represent the game state. One naive way to enable agents from
multiple different codebases to play one another is to rewrite the
game logic of every agent using the same environment and game
state representation. This however is prohibitively time-consuming,
as some agents are comprised of several thousand lines of game
logic. Another method would be to observe the game states of each
agent in its native representation and save all the game states to
some common representation. In our experience, this was as difficult
as the first approach due to the variation in implementation among
authors and the size and complexity of the game state (there are
658 binary variables in the game state representation of a 2-player
game).

The workaround that made HOAD possible (and which is re-
sponsible for its ease of extensibility) is to observe the starting deck
order and the actions taken by agents in their native environments.
These observations are then used to recreate the games in the Han-
abi Learning Environment (HLE). Observing the starting deck order
and the actions taken is a much simpler task because the set of legal
actions is small (≤ 20 in a 2-player game), and the ordering of the
deck is typically known by the respective game engine at the start
of the game. Once replay data has been gathered for all the agents
in the HLE representation, it is possible to train a neural network to
imitate each of the original agents. The accuracy of these imitators
is presented in Table 1.

2.1 HOAD Agent Strategy Summaries
We present a summary of each agent in HOAD below, including
only necessary detail. A compilation of commonly employed strate-
gies, used both by human players and HOAD agents, can be found
at [11].
Simplebot [7] – Plays only cards which it has enough knowledge
about to know they are playable, and gives hints only about playable
cards, preferring color hints over value hints. It uses an oldest first
discarding strategy.
Valuebot [7] – Same as Simplebot, but before playing, checks to
see if the next player is about to discard a valuable card (i.e. the last
copy of a card).
Holmesbot [7] – Extends Valuebot by including the use of mulli-
gans and by adding additional inference capabilities. Specifically,
card knowledge from hints, the discard pile, and other players’
hands are used to make deductions about the agent’s hand.
Iggi [9] – Similar logic to Simplebot but prefers value hints over
color hints and prefers discarding unplayable cards over oldest first.
Outer [9] – Similar to Iggi, but prefers discarding over hinting, and
uses more randomness in its hinting and discarding logic; this re-
sults in significantly reduced imitation accuracy and is also likely
the reason for lower published score.

Table 2: Pairwise play scores are produced by playing each
MLP imitator agent with every other for 500 games.
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Simplebot 16.8 15.7 12.8 0.0 4.1 1.1 1.7 0.2
Valuebot 15.2 18.0 17.6 0.0 3.8 1.3 2.0 0.0
Holmesbot 11.2 18.3 14.7 0.0 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.0
Outer 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 1.0 4.1 6.2 9.0
Iggi 3.9 3.8 1.8 1.8 16.2 11.8 2.7 6.0
Piers 1.8 0.5 0.2 7.2 10.3 15.9 5.5 9.4
Rainbow 0.3 2.0 0.3 6.6 4.0 5.6 18.1 2.6
Van-Den-Bergh 0.0 0.2 0.0 10.6 4.7 8.3 2.7 10.5

Piers [9] – Extends Iggi by including the use of mulligans (but not
as deterministically as Holmesbot), and some additional logic to
avoid discarding valuable cards.
Van-der-bergh [9] – Makes some risky plays if they have high
likelihood of success and there are remaining mulligans. Prioritizes
discarding over hints, gives hints about useless cards, and attempts
to maximize transmitted information.
Rainbow [1] – This agent tends to hint for rank instead of color.
Conditional action probabilitiesmay be found in the appendix of [1].

2.2 Discussion of Imitator Agent Pairwise
Scores

Since the same observation can be passed in to any of the imitator
agents, the imitator agents make it possible to play games with
agents originating from two different codebases; this is necessary
to evaluate how different the players are from each other. Table 2
shows the average score of each imitator agent playing 500 games
with every other imitator agent. As expected, when an agent is
paired with itself, it typically achieves a much higher score than if
it were paired with any other agent—this corresponds to the high
scores on the diagonals and the relatively low scores on the off-
diagonals. This confirms the intuition that agents must use a similar
strategywhen paired with one another, else riskmiscommunicating,
losing all three lives, and scoring zero points.

An interesting feature of Table 2 warranting discussion is the
high scores achieved by certain combinations of agents. Two groups
of agents that play relatively successfully with each other are Sim-
plebot – Valuebot – Holmesbot, and Iggi – Piers – Outer – Van-
der-bergh – Rainbow. All the agents in each of these two groups
belong to the same codebase, so the high scores are likely due to the
authors of the two codebases reusing logic between their agents.
The exception to this is the Rainbow agent, which was produced
using reinforcement learning, and so it is surprising that it performs
so well with Walton-Rivers’ agents. Our best explanation is that
both agents reportedly prefer value hints and can presumably also
respond well to game states where value hints have been given.
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